
Cloud integrators and You

Cloud computing is changing accountancy and bookkeeping, and cloud integrators are the new vanguard connecting the industry with the 
endless possibilities

Executive summary

The array of apps and plug-ins for cloud accountancy software is dizzying, and 
knowing where to start and what you need can be time consuming, confusing 
and stressful. Enter the cloud integrator, a new service class that will help you 
articulate your needs and get the solutions up and running fast.

“Probably 20 percent of the time, an accountant or bookkeeper will say they want 

a specific add-on because they already know what they think they want,” says Dan 

Fairbairn, managing director of small business software provider Ocius Digital. “That’s a 

great opportunity for integrators like us to really see how things work for them and suggest 

changes to make things even more efficient.”

 Fairbairn articulates the pointy end of a very fraught field when it comes to integrating 

apps and add-ons to accountancy packages. As cloud-based accounting platforms like 

Xero gain popularity, the wealth of additional tools that can expand a business of any size.

 The array of apps and add-ons facing end users can be dizzying, which give the rising 

field of cloud integration a unique opportunity.

 Accountants and bookkeepers come from traditionally paper-based systems and in many 

practices, manual processes still fill in many gaps between the automation and digitisation 

tools the industry has adopted.

 But there are far more (and far deeper) efficiencies bookkeepers can tease out by 

engaging the experts to deploy the right cloud tools to find them. As cloud integrator 

SimpleID sales director Aaron Leonard points out, just one advantage is giving accountants 

time back for sales, marketing, etc. “We identify how integration can take away the need for 

any workarounds or manual processes.”

 Jeffrey Atizado – joint managing director of cloud integration provider SMB Consultants 

– agrees, saying; “Many businesses get stuck with the same problems and never move 

forward to areas that will grow their business like loyalty, marketing or SEO because they’re 

so immersed with issues in accounting and stock control.”

 Busy accountants simply don’t have time to fully investigate such time-saving gains, and 

Atizado considers the initial enquiries he receives (which are mostly around point of sale and 

inventory control) are just the jumping off point.

 “That’s where we dig underneath the skin of the business,” he says. “It’s our job to look at 

the business as a whole and help the client decide what areas need prioritising.”

A guiding light
 

 The wisdom a cloud integrator brings can’t be overstated. Services like Xero are 

connecting thousands of apps to their platforms from a network of over 500 add-on 

partners, and there’s simply no one-size-fits-all solution that will suit every practice. “What’s 

the best point of sale add-on?” Fairbairn says to point out how a cloud integrator will know 

the systems and tools an accountant might not have had exposure to. “It’s an unanswerable 

question, it’s like saying ‘what’s the best car?’ The devil’s in the details.”
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 Leonard says users have a general awareness that they could be doing things better, which 

gives their accountants an advantage. “In most cases a customer isn’t aware of the integration 

that’s available so there are real opportunities for partners to be proactive,” he says.

 Taking that journey without the right partner is replete with horror stories. Many’s the 

accountancy practice that invested in sophisticated ERP or CRM software only to find it didn’t 

work with existing systems.

 “We’ve seen every combination of someone having the wrong add-on for their industry, 

someone having the right add-on but setting it up wrong and everything in between,” Fairbairn 

says. “Sometimes it’s the old Donald Rumsfeld unknown unknowns. People adopt a system 

and still do stuff outside because they don’t know they can use the system for that too.”

 But as Atizado points out, it’s all some practices can do to keep running. “SMEs don’t have 

the time to relearn, so they do what they understand and what works and they’re unaware 

there’s a new or different way,” he says.

 The way to avoid such expense and lost time is to invest time in your cloud integrator as 

a partner, understanding your objectives clearly and building from there.

 To Fairbairn, it’s all in the setup. “Often it’s about the practice emphasising the importance 

of good data,” he says. “The business owner doesn’t always relate to the end results and 

what they look like. They understand the front end of running a business like purchasing 

and paying bills.”

 He says it starts on the ground level and flows right through to reporting on the business 

where it counts. “We get better buy-in from the user when they understand the relationship 

between how they run their business and how they’re going to report on it,” he says. “We 

often say to clients ‘forget this inventory add-on even exists, just tell us what you do in your 

business,’ working out what’s best from there.”

 Something else that can’t be overstated is the potential to grow that wasn’t possible in 

the pre-cloud era. Fairbairn’s putting the finishing touches on a client rollout on the US West 

Coast when we talk to him – imagine a retailer who expands overseas and maintains a 

multi-country inventory, and you can see how the sales potential for accountancy practices 

expands exponentially. “We get a few clients over the line for accountants that they wouldn’t 

have won otherwise,” he says. n 
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